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The “3 C’s” Driving Emerging Markets 

Following five years of emerging market (EM) equities being the worst performing major asset class, the MSCI 
Emerging Markets Index has truly “emerged” in 2016 (pun intended), up 16.6% YTD through last Friday. 

We have been generally cautious on EM for the last few years, but since March of this year we have 
been building our weightings up, especially in our longer timeframe portfolios. We are now overweight 
relative to our composite benchmarks, though our shorter timeframe portfolios still have only a small 
absolute weighting for now. While we have long believed that EM was “cheap” and possessed 
potential for positive mean reversion, we viewed fundamentals as poor and lacking catalysts for that 
mean reversion. Our improved outlook on EM is related to recent changes in three major macro pillars 
– the “3 C’s”: China, Central bank policy in the developed world, and Commodities. 

CHINA: MACRO DATA STABILIZING, CURRENCY POLICY LESS CONCERNING.                     
Almost every emerging market economy is influenced by China. Latin American and African regions 
sell commodities to China (the world’s largest commodity importer), and emerging Asian countries 
both compete with China for manufacturing and depend on them for aggregate demand. Therefore, 
we think it’s fair to say that as China’s economy goes, so goes EM.  

So where does China’s much-maligned economy find itself today? We describe it as stabilizing, albeit 
at a much lower growth level than in times past. Important indicators of the “smokestack” part of 
China’s economy, such as electricity usage and railway freight, have all shown signs of improvement 
recently, as has the Markit Manufacturing PMI (a survey of manufacturers), which is now just back in 
expansion for the first time in roughly a year (see chart below). “New China” indicators, related to 
services sectors and the burgeoning middle class consumer, have remained solidly in expansionary 
territory, with areas like consumer confidence rebounding and home prices in Tier One cities making 
new highs. 
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A surprise? Not if you look at financial conditions in China, which are finally easing after a general period of tightening from 2011 
to mid-2015. Taking a page out of the developed nation playbook, China is now using accommodative policy (lower interest 
rates, a cheaper currency, and targeted government spending) to help stimulate aggregate demand, and it appears to be having 
some positive impact. 

Last but not least, another major difference in China today versus 2015 is that policymakers now appear keen to avoid further 
sharp volatility in the yuan exchange rate to the US dollar. While the yuan continues to depreciate, it has done so in a much 
more gradual fashion than last autumn; this lessened slope of decline has likely acted as a calming factor for markets.  
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CENTRAL BANK POLICY: DOVISH FED (AND BOE, ECB AND BOJ) IS BULLISH FOR EM CURRENCIES AND EQUITIES.   
As developed world interest rates sink due to aggressive central bank measures, global demand for higher rates of return (the 
“quest for yield”) will likely drive investor behavior, in our view. We think this quest is likely to continue to drive capital from 
developed market (DM) rates and currencies into EM ones, where rates tend to be higher even after adjusting for relative rates 
of inflation. This capital inflow tends to provide support for emerging market currencies, which in turn improves the 
creditworthiness of many sovereign and corporate borrowers in the emerging world (who often have liabilities denominated in 
currencies like the dollar and euro). This lowering of default risk also can drive the risk premium down for EM stocks, causing 
higher valuation multiples. Due to this relationship, EM equity prices have often exhibited positive correlation to their currencies, 
which suggests that US investors can benefit from a virtuous circle of appreciating currency exposure and higher stock prices in 
EM as this demand for yield plays out. It helps that EM currencies, which entered 2013’s Taper Tantrum period mostly 
overvalued relative to long-term purchasing power, are now more reasonably valued, and thus have the potential for further 
strength if the Fed and other major central banks remain accommodative, in our opinion. EM equities still trade below their long-
term averages on a price-to-book basis, a condition that suggests multiples could also continue to re-rate higher. 

COMMODITIES: “GOLDILOCKS” ENVIRONMENT FOR COMMODITY PRICES A POSITIVE FOR EM EQUITIES.                         
We believe that commodity prices likely bottomed in 2016. As stated in Riverfront’s most recent Strategic View published on 
August 2, we believe that commodity prices are now in a “Goldilocks” environment for equities, with prices neither low enough to 
create default concerns for energy companies nor so high that they choke off global economic growth. We believe this a positive 
for EM equity prices, which are historically correlated to both commodity prices (see The Weekly Chart below) and to global 
growth trends. 

THE WEEKLY CHART: EMERGING MARKETS & COMMODITIES LINKED 

 

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, Riverfront Investment Group. Data as of 8/19/16. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. It is 
not possible to invest directly in an index. The Bloomberg-Spot Commodity Index measures the price movements of commodities included in the 
Bloomberg Commodity Index and select subindexes. It does not account for the effects of rolling futures contracts or the costs associated with 
holding physical commodities and is quoted in USD. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. 

EPILOGUE: EMERGING MARKETS STORY MORE THAN JUST THE 3 C’S. 
Clearly, our 3 C’s explanation is a simplification of sorts (strategists have never met a catchy acronym that they don’t like). Other 
positive near-term drivers of the EM story include the fact that EM economies are not likely to be as affected as developed 
markets by Brexit issues and controversies surrounding European and American politics. In addition, in EM regions such as 
Latin America and India, there is growing potential for positive structural reforms, though lasting reform has often proven elusive 
in developing countries. Eventually, we believe that for the cyclical (near-term) bull market in EM stocks to develop into a secular 
(long-term) one, we need to see the positive macro drivers discussed above start to improve earnings, margins and return on 
equity at the corporate level, where EM has generally struggled since 2011. Some encouraging early signs of this include recent 
improvements of relative macro growth and earnings-per-share expectations of EM vs. DM, trends we will continue to watch 
closely going forward. 
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Important Disclosure Information 

Investments in international and emerging markets securities include exposure to risks such as currency fluctuations, foreign taxes and regulations, 
and the potential for illiquid markets and political instability.  

High-yield securities (including junk bonds) are subject to greater risk of loss of principal and interest, including default risk, than higher-rated 
securities. In a rising interest rate environment, the value of fixed-income securities generally declines.  

Using a currency hedge or a currency hedged product does not insulate the portfolio against losses. 

Technical analysis is based on the study of historical price movements and past trend patterns.  There are no assurances that movements or trends 
can or will be duplicated in the future. 

Buying commodities allows for a source of diversification for those sophisticated persons who wish to add this asset class to their portfolios and 
who are prepared to assume the risks inherent in the commodities market. Any commodity purchase represents a transaction in a non-income-
producing asset and is highly speculative. Therefore, commodities should not represent a significant portion of an individual’s portfolio. 

Diversification does not ensure a profit or protect against a loss. 

RiverFront’s Price Matters® discipline compares inflation-adjusted current prices relative to their long-term trend to help identify extremes in 
valuation. 

RiverFront Investment Group, LLC, is an investment advisor registered with the Securities Exchange Commission under the Investment Advisors Act 
of 1940. The company manages a variety of portfolios utilizing stocks, bonds, and exchange-traded funds (ETFs). Opinions expressed are current as 
of the date shown and are subject to change. They are not intended as investment recommendations. 

Index Definitions  

The Markit PMI (Purchasing Managers’ Index) series provides advance insight into the private sector economy by tracking variables such as output, 
new orders, employment, and prices across key sectors. 

It is not possible to invest directly in an index. 
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